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The 3 main steps for scorekeeping for each sideout are the following: 
  1. Enter the exit score at the end of the service rotation. 
  (what is the final tally number marked on the Points Column) 
  2. Give the opposing team (now serving) the point tally. 
  3. Check that the correct server is now serving (and continuing to serve until the sideout). 
          - a small check mark over the corner number of each box rotation confirms the server. 

The only thing needing to mark down during the service rotation of each server is the tally 
   of each point awarded for each play.  Also only needing to mark substitutions and/or timeouts. 

S & R are for which team is Serving first and Receiving first each set.  
  - for the Receiving team, an X needs to go into box 1 of the first server since he/she rotates and  
    does not serve.  (Note, the receiving team rotates first and needs to be ahead in the service boxes.) 
 
Everything before the first serve and after last serve is in blue or black pen.  
 -Lineups cannot be changed once they are added to the scoresheet. There must be a substitution made. 
    All marks between the first and last serves are in pencil and changes can be erased.   
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